Stage

Programme ICCG11 - Wednesday 18th

11.30-11.45

Opening ceremony

11.45-12.45

Holger Diessel – Constructions, word classes and syntactic categories in the grammar network

12.45-14.00

lunch break

14.00-14.45

Poster session (Fujikawa; Lu; Hayase; Hendrikx & Van Goethem; Shih & Liu; Clemente)

Sessions

14.45-15.15

15.15-15.45

15.45-16.15
Sessions

16.15-16.45

16.45-17.15
Stage

Mind-Bending Grammars

Probabilistic approaches

Construction discourse

Clause linking constructions

Networks & Links

Intensification

Slavic grammar

(Chair: Cuyckens)

(Chair: Desagulier)

(Chair: Gras)

(Chair: Smirnova)

(Chair: Sommerer)

(Chair: Muriel)

(Chair: Fried)

Petré, Anthonissen & Standing

Liu & Morgan

Östman

Alhedayani

Fujii

Kotowski

Lehečková, Jehlicka & Machač

ConstruWctional change across the
lifespan

Item-specific regularization in word order
preferences

Construction Discourse: Furthering the Firthian
and Pikean legacies

Arabic conjunct-sensitive agreement: a SignBased Construction Grammar perspective

Constructional Polysemy and Constructional
Network in the Clause-linking Constructicon

English locative prefixes and scalar information
encoded in nouns

And then... Prosodic and gestural marking of
an event sequence in Czech

Standing

Thothathiri & Levshina

Leuschner

Kim

Ungerer

Ivorra Ordines

Endresen, Janda, Mordashova, Rakhilina &
Zhukova

The Cleft in Early Modern English: a
Relic of Syntax/Pragmatics Mismatch

Additive effects of different sources of verb bias
during sentence production

V1-conditionals in German and English:
Introducing the p-constructicon

The phraseology of the linking adverbial
‘besides’: A corpus-based study

Vertical and horizontal links in constructional
networks – two sides of the same coin?

Phraseological comparisons from Construction
Grammar. A usage-based approach of the
constructional idiom [más feo que X]

Prohibitive constructions in Russian: Families
and clusters

Mind-Bending Grammars (cont'd)

Probabilistic approaches (cont'd)

Construction discourse (cont'd)

Allostructions

Networks & Links (cont'd)

Intensification (cont'd)

Typology

(Chair: Cuyckens)

(Chair: Desagulier)

(Chair: Gras)

(Chair: Cappelle)

(Chair: Sommerer)

(Chair: Muriel)

(Chair: TBA)

Fonteyn

Pijpops, Speelman & van den Bosch

Spronck & Silvennoinen

Dietrich

Daugs & Lorenz

Liégeois & Gautier

Levshina & Hawkins

Constructional Change across
the Lifespan of 20 Early Modern
Gentlemen: a Bayesian Approach

Hypothesis-generation at low levels of
abstraction

Ultimate abstraction: Are there construction
families without immediate inheritance
relations?

Tackling problems with modelling polysemy and
variation: Towards high-definition constructions

It won’t hurt to consider them constructions:
A mixed-method approach to storage and
processing of English modal contractions

Domain-specific intensifying constructions and/
in weather-related proverbs. A case study based
on Dutch dialects in Flanders.

Loose and tight languages: A typology based
on associations between constructions and
lexemes

Petré

Shin & Mun

Benen

Golubkova & Trubochkin

Leclercq

Vigus

Constructional grammaticalization
bending minds and generations: How
copular get got ready

Bayesian simulation of Korean-speaking
children’s constructional knowledge about
transitive events

Epistemic adverbs as lexical fillers in large-scale
constructions

Measuring the strength of attraction in phrasal
verbs constructions

Making meaning with modals: A view from
Construction Grammar

Verb and construction meaning: A typology of
the locative alternation

coffee break

17.15-17.30

Gras, Östman & Verschueren – Tribute to Fillmore

17.30-18.45

Boas, Leino, Lyngfelt (moderators) – Roundtable discussion

Stage

Programme ICCG11 - Thursday 19th

9.00-10.00

Steffen Höder – What are constructions doing inside languages?

10.00-10.30

coffee break

Sessions

10.30-11.00

11.00-11.30

11.30-12.00

12.00-12.30

Workshop 4: What counts as an
alternation

Workshop 3: Paradigmatic relations in the
construction

Variation

Creativity & productivity

Voice

Motion and resultative constructions

Psycholinguistics & acquisition

(Chair: Pijpops)

(Chair: Audring)

(Chair: Colleman)

(Chair: Hoffmann)

(Chair: TBA)

(Chair: Brisard)

(Chair: Van Goethem)

Pijpops, Franco

Audring & Hilpert

Tarasova & Sánchez Fajardo

Kanetani

Marty & Delhem

Fuyin & Junjie

Horiuchi

Introduction

Introduction

Iconicity and word-formation: An examination of
How are multimodal constructions multimodal?:
Adj+ie/y nominalisations through a bidirectional
The case of Japanese psychomimes
conceptualisation model

Is the capacitive structure a construction?

Exploring the cognitive mechanism of
“V+Chu+NP” constructions based on Perspective
System

What kinds of prepositions are acquired through
resonance?

De Cuypere, Willems, Vaere, Belligh

Diewald & Politt

Rice-Whetton

Hartmann & Ungerer

da Cunha & Abeillé

Matsumoto

Wible

Models don’t explain. Theoretical and
Paradigmatic relations and relations within
empirical challenges to modelling syntactic
paradigms
alternations

Reconciling the Principle of No Synonymy with
“different ways of saying the same thing”

The mother of all constructions: A corpus-based
approach to the productivity of ‘snowclones’

The passive construction in written French : a
corpus study

A Syntactic Asymmetry between the Come-to-V
and the Go-to-V Constructions in English

What does it take for L2 learners to recognize
and comprehend unknown lexico-grammatical
constructions in context?

Romain

Diessel

Pavlović

Van den Heede & Lauwers

Johannsen

Igarashi & Kanetani

Tian

Measuring the relevance of alternations by
means of shared information

Encoding asymmetries in the constructicon

Knead memory into history: The V N2 into N3
construction in British and American English – A
collostructional approach

Het interesseert me geen ene je-weet-wel: The
productivity of minimizing constructions in
present-day Dutch

Between causative and passive: The affactive
construction as a voice and valency-increasing
construction

Why can a door swing open into the bedroom?:
An event-integration account

Eye-tracking the contextual effect on metonymy
processing in Chinese constructions

Mikkelsen & Glynn

Kapatsinski

Schürmann

Kohn

Nagaya

Willich

Duan & Tian

Predicting the Future. Combining corpus
evidence and elicitation to understand
speakers' choices in constructional
alternations

Why paradigmatic mappings exist in
morphology but not syntax

Constructions, cooccurrence and varieties.
Theoretical and methodical explorations.

When 'very crazy' is not crazy enough: Creative
Category change and nominalization in Tagalog:
taboo-constructions as deviations from expected
A constructionist approach
constructional patterns

How to identify constructs of a construction:
Using frame-to-frame relations to resolve
constructional ambiguity

Semantic and discourse function contrasts
of synonymous constructions —A corpusbased analysis of Chinese “V zhe” and “V le”
existential constructions

12.30-13.45
Sessions

13.45-14.15

14.15-14.45

14.45-15.15

lunch break
Workshop 4 (cont'd)

Workshop 3 (cont'd)

Insubordination and related constructions

Creativity & productivity (cont'd)

Formal computational construction grammar

Motion and resultative constructions (cont'd)

Psycholinguistics & acquisition (cont'd)

(Chair: Franco)

(Chair: Audring)

(Chair: Van linden)

(Chair: Hartmann)

(Chair: TBA)

( Chair: Petré)

(Chair: Koch)

Flach

Höder

Garachana & Sansiñena

Gilquin

Galletti, Beuls & Van Eecke

Tahan

Yang & Lu
The recognition of structural patterns
across sentences: Evidence from an
electrophysiological study

Constructional interaction: Beyond
alternation?

Sisters, you’d better exist: Arguments from
Diasystematic Construction Grammar

Va a ser que estamos de acuerdo. The Spanish
periphrastic future construction as focus marker

Bursts of writing in process data: A new way of
approaching constructions

Semantic parsing with Fluid Construction
Grammar and Abstract Meaning Representation

Similar constructions, diverging usage: A
parallel-corpus study of the Intransitive Motion
Construction in English and Icelandic

Silvennoinen

Sommerer

Pérez Fernández, Gras & Brisard

Tantucci

Porzel, Cangalovic & Bateman

Liu

Hagel

English additive negation constructions as
an emergent alternation

Of absent mothers and strong sisters:
Local differences in constructional network
architecture

Discourse and dialectal variation in
constructional networks: on discourseconnective que (DCQ) constructions in Spanish

Entrenchment inhibition: Constructional change
Filling constructions: Applying Construction
and repetitive behaviour can compete with largeGrammar in the kitchen
scale “recompositional” creativity

A Corpus-based Diachronic Distinctive Collexeme
Analysis on the English V open Construction

Cross-linguistic phonological constructions in
intercommunicative decoding

Glynn, Wyroślak

Norde & Trousdale

Hirata-Vale

Hoffmann

Doumen, Beuls & Van Eecke

Morishita

Olofsson & Prentice

Paradigmatic constructions: A usage-based
onomasiological study in Polish prefix
alternations

A network analysis of pseudoparticiples in
contemporary Dutch

Insubordinate completive que-constructions in
Brazilian Portuguese: form and function

Blending as a basic principle of the
Constructionist Approach to Syntactic Analysis

A computational model of the co-emergence
of item-based constructions and syntactic
categories

A statistical modelling approach to the goal bias
in motion constructions in English

Entrenchment of semi-schematic constructions
in L2 Swedish

15.15-15.45
Sessions

15.45-16.15

16.15-16.45

16.45-17.15
Stage
17.30-18.30

coffee break
Workshop 4 (cont'd)

Workshop 3 (cont'd)

Insubordination and related constructions
(cont'd)

Aspect and productivity

Formal computational construction grammar
(cont'd)

Resultative and causative constructions

Psycholinguistics & acquisition (cont'd)

(Chair: Pijpops)

(Chair: Audring)

(Chair: Sansiñena)

(Chair: Pérez Fernández)

(Chair: TBA)

(Chair: Levshina)

(Chair: De Knop)

Granvik & Fernández Incognito

Neels & Hartmann

Machač & Fried

Van Hulle & Enghels

Verheyen, Van Eecke, Beuls

Métairy

Andersson Lilja & Prentice

Lexical attraction or construal as an
explanation to alternation? The case of
change-of-state verbs hacerse (‘to make
(reflexive)’) and volverse (‘to (re)turn
(reflexive)’)

Early paradigmaticisation in grammatical
Bringing the speech into spoken language:
networks: How analogical support, functional
integrating phonetics in grammatical
competition and cognitive automation shape a
descriptions
family of degree modifiers

The Spanish inchoative construction. A stringent Computational construction grammar and
case of language productivity at work.
procedural semantics for visual dialogue

(Un)expected results in the kitchen: resultative
constructions across the Germanic vs. Romance
divide

Perceived difficulties in the L2-learning of genre
typical constructions

Harrigan & Arppe

Van de Velde, Fonteyn & Maekelberghe

Gras & Elvira

Prezotto Junior

Van Trijp

Busso & Romagno

Koch & Endesfelder Quick

Getting the Facts Straight: Multiview
Constructional Analyses

Caused Motion Constructions and
Umgangssprache: A pilot study on the causative
use of motion verbs in contemporary Italian.

Lexically specific schemas and the early
constructicon: Emerging networks and the
Traceback method

Plains Cree verb construction choice—a
spectrum of types and degrees of
alternation/interchangeability

Towards a taxonomy of horizontal relations

Prosodic Constructions: a proposal for
integrating prosody in a constructional model

Emergence and development of egressive
aspectual microconstructions with “deixar” and
“parar” in Portuguese

Bouso

Audring & Hilpert

Gillmann

Vokáčová & Lehečková

Cangalovic, Porzel & Bateman

Nir & Melnik

Espinosa-Ochoa & Cortés Toto

The English Reaction Object Construction
and its alternations: A case of
constructional contamination in English
syntax

Concluding discussion

Identifying (Variants of) Discourse organizing
Constructions in German

Corpus-based study of logical metonymy
constructions in Czech and Dutch

Streamlining Formal Construction Grammar

Division of Labor: Morphological and Syntactic
Causative Constructions in Modern Hebrew

What is the Role of the Inventory in Verb
Overgeneralization in Child Language? A Case
Study of a Daily Corpus in Spanish

Luc Steels – Fluid Construction Grammar: looking backward and looking forward

Stage

Programme ICCG11 - Friday 20th

9.00-10.00

Gabriele Diewald – Variation and Constructionalization – When is a sign a new sign?

10.00-10.30

coffee break

Sessions

10.30-11.00

11.00-11.30

11.30-12.00

12.00-12.30

Workshop 4 (cont'd)

Workshop 1: Argument Structure
Constructions in Contact

Modelling

Constructional change

Alternations

Workshop 2: Constructional approaches in
Nominal classification
Formal Grammar

(Chair: Franco)

(Chair: Höder)

(Chair: Budts)

(Chair: Mortelmans)

(Chair: De Wit)

(Chair: TBA)

(Chair: Brems)

Perek

Boas & Höder

Kiselev

Tomoshige

Minami

Sailer & Melnik

Peng

Multi-level constructional representations of
syntactic alternations

Introduction

Adventures of the good AI Švejk: How a book
X is the new Y, X is the new black, and orange
personage and Construction Grammar can help a is the new black: Social change and metonymic
machine to understand ethics
extensions

On “noun sensitivity” of the there/have
alternation

Introduction

The emergence of a grammatical category: the case
of Chinese numeral classifiers

Soares da Silva & Afonso

Wiesinger

Chen

Otani

Somers & Barðdal

van Trijp

Lu

What does it Take to Formalize a
Construction Grammar that is Forever
Emergent?

Multiple source constructions in the emergence of [V
ge X] in Mandarin Chinese

Alternating linguistic factors in the choice of
null and overt se constructions in Brazilian
Portuguese

Motion event encoding in Guianese French
Creole

Network representation of constructional
semantics

The rise of modal meaning: The case of better
off

Argument Structure, Word Order and (Pro)
nominality: Investigating the Productivity of
the Dat-Nom/Nom-Dat Alternation in German

Klavan

Van Driessche

Mun & Shin

Yaguchi

Taremaa

Lichte & Kallmeyer

Lam

Comprehending and producing
morphosyntactic alternations

Substrate influence in the competition between How does context window size address polysemy
NPs and PPs in argument structure constructions of adverbial postposition -(u)lo in Korean?

Networking of Future-Oriented Semi-Modals in
Grammaticalization

Constructional alternation: Present
progressive vs. simple present in Estonian

The (putative) limits of inheritance in
constructionist grammar theories

Nominal grounding in a classifier language: a case
study of Nung, a Tai-Kadai language

Walker & van Lier

Hundt & Van Driessche

Pannitto & Herbelot

Liu & Cuyckens

Nini, Cameron & Murphy

van Eynde

Cane & Yue

Alternating verbs in Kamang (Alor-Pantar)

Prepositions in English Argument Structure
Constructions: A language-contact approach to
constructional variation and change

Does meaning influence syntax acquisition?
Evaluating neural language models' grammar in
distributional space

The emergence and development of Mandarin
“bi N hai N” construction: A usage-based
Construction Grammar account

Experimental evidence on the individuality of
lexicogrammar

A formal treatment of an informal
possessive construction

Constructional change along the evolving gender
schema - split gender paradigm nouns

12.30-13.45
Sessions

13.45-14.15

14.15-14.45

14.45-15.15

lunch break
Workshop 4 (cont'd)

Workshop 1 (cont'd)

Modelling (cont'd)

Constructional change (cont'd)

Syntax & discourse

Workshop 2 (cont'd)

Frame semantics & the constructicon

(Chair: Van de Velde)

(Chair: Höder)

(Chair: Fonteyn)

(Chair: Coussé)

(Chair: Enghels)

(Chair: TBA)

(Chair: Ziem)

Zehentner

Colleman

Budts

Kuzai

Abeillé, Hemforth, Winckel & Gibson

Hoffmann

Patten & Perek

Expanding networks: Prepositional argument A French connection? The presence of French
A neural-network approach to analogy in
structure constructions in the history of
loan verbs among the earliest dative-alternating
constructional alternations
English
‘transfer’ verbs in Early Modern Dutch

Constructional interaction in pragmatic change: The subject-island constraint in French: the
The emergence of Hebrew see-farewell formulae role of discourse information

Linguistic Creativity: Possibilities and
limitations of formal Construction Grammar
approaches

Frames as constructional meanings in constructicon
building

Cai & De Smet

Desagulier

Becker

Bîlbîie & de la Fuente

Müller

Ohara

The paradox of stable variability. PPCausative, Resultative, and related ASCs with
complements with English emotion adjectives 'machen' in Texas German

Tracing the shifting collocates of complex
prepositions with diachronic word embeddings:
<in/at the middle/midst/center/heart of NP>

It's all about the sentential construction:
Lexicalization of complete sentences into fullfledged words – Evidence from Hebrew

Factivity and that-drop in English: an
experimental and construction-based
perspective

Complex predicates in TAG, LFG and HPSG:
Different degrees of lexicalization and how
formalization helps us to find the correct
analysis

Crowdsourcing frame disambiguation in Japanese
FrameNet: what it says about constructions and
frames

Piersoul & Van de Velde

Feltgen

Lauwers & Vajnovszki

Brems & Van linden

Findlay

Janda, Endresen, Zhukova, Mordashova & Rakhilina

Wonder nouns and the emergence of a
mirative constructional network

Constructions in LFG

How to build a constructicon in four years: The
Russian recipe

Dux & Boas

Boas & Höder

Birth and development of an alternation: the
Concluding discussion
case of the Dutch reflexive construction

Way too predictable: Exploiting the S-curve of
The decline of the fronted adjective
frequency rise to make quantitative inference on
construction in French
diachronic change

15.15-15.45
Sessions

15.45-16.15

16.15-16.45

16.45-17.15
Stage

coffee break
Workshop 4 (cont'd)

Construction grammar and sociocultural
context

Contrastive linguistics

Constructional change (cont'd)

Chinese grammar

Workshop 2 (cont'd)

Frame semantics & the constructicon (cont'd)

(Chair: Pijpops)

(Chair: Östman)

(Chair: TBA)

(Chair: TBA)

(Chair: TBA)

(Chair: TBA)

(Chair: Boas)

Perek

Price

Laporte

Markey

Hsu

Michaelis

Alm & Fischer

Concluding discussion to WS4

Ethnosyntax of the multicultural, mixedlanguage environment of north-central New
Mexico

Light Verb Constructions in New Englishes: A
Construction Grammar approach to nativization

Evidence for analogy in language change: can
priming ease the way for innovations?

A constructionist approach to near-synonyms:
A corpus-based study of classificatory verbs
Idiom ≠ Phrase
in Chinese

The problem of prosodic variability in the definition
of constructions: The list construction

Price

De Knop

Bloom

Yang

Kim & Michaelis

Lyngfelt, Torrent & Ziem

Humor and historical present in narrative metaconstructions

Life at the intersection: Two case studies of
German constructions with pleonastic adverbials lateral feature transfer from multiple source
constructions

Decoding the Two-Plus-Two Constructions: A
Corpus Approach to Chinese Four-Character
Idioms

A family of English cleft constructions: A
construction-based perspective

Full-text analysis of constructions: a shared
annotation task

Matsumoto

Gonzálvez García

Coussé

Sailer & Melnik

Nöhren, Willich, Michel & Ziem

Socioculturally-motivated alternations:
Conventionality and variability in Japanese
honorific constructions

Taming iconicity in the Spanish and Italian
translations of Shakespeare’s Sonnets: Some
observations from a (Contrastive) (Cognitive)
Construction Grammar perspective

Constructional complexification. Descriptive
potential and explanatory value

Concluding discussion

Surveying the lexicon-grammar continuum: double
particle verbs in German

17.30-18.30

Evelina Fedorenko – The language system in the human mind and brain

18.30-19.00

Closing ceremony

